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LOOK BEFORE YOU LEAP, DEAR AUDREY. IT HURTS WHEN YOU HIT ROCK
BOTTOM.DamienIâ€™m not the guy you take home to meet your parents. Iâ€™m the guy they
warned you about.But the day I meet Audreyâ€”my new mousy secretaryâ€”I canâ€™t get her out of
my head.I want to strip her of her frumpy clothes and discover whatâ€™s underneath.Audrey tries to
resist me. She knows Iâ€™m no good.Too bad Iâ€™ve already decided that sheâ€™s mine to
take.AudreyHeâ€™s my boss. Heâ€™s not a guy I should ever get involved with.I know his
reputation. He sleeps with his secretaries until he gets bored and moves on to the next without one
looking back. But I can't say no when he starts to seduce me. When he takes me on his desk and
against the door of his office. When he guides me into his home, his bed, his heart.Before I know
what's happening, I'm falling for him. The only question isâ€¦â€¦Will he catch me?DAMIEN is a
full-length, standalone romance novel with steamy hot sex, strong language, a happily ever after
ending, and NO CLIFFHANGERS. Contains dark and disturbing themes, and over-the-top sexiness
that may be uncomfortable for some readers. Perfect for fans of Alexa Riley, Chiah Wilder, L Wilder,
Sabrina Paige, Lauren Landish, Vanessa Waltz, Jordan Marie, and Nicole Snow.For a limited time,
contains a free bonus novel, RAFE, plus a sneak peek at my sexy MC romance, HAVEN.
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I understand the saying you get what you pay for but I've gotten plenty of ninety nine cent books
that were so much better where do I start first the hero was a complete jerk I like an alpha male but
this guy was unbelievably mean bordering on cruel so arrogant and the heroine was a complete
doormat I have no problem with her being submissive but to be told to shut up and your stupid and
the way you dress is hideous thats ridiculous and after the lack luster sex which was described as if
it was written by someone whose never had sex and thinks this is how it goes it went way down hill
from there I'm one of those people who has to finish a book it was so hard I told myself I'll just skip
through the boring parts so basically after the sex scene I read nothing because it got really bad
after that until the very end there were so many inconsistency with this book the characters feelings
changed on a dime and the whole car crash, kidnapping hospital escape was so fake I will never
read anything from this author again not just because the book was bad but because I base part of
the reason I buy books is based on the reviews and the reviews were so far off the mark that they
were either written by the authors friends or they got something free for giving the book great
reviews I feel like I was lied too it was so bad I'm not even going to attempt to read the free book
included I would give it no stars if that was allowed save your money for something else

Bad Boy Boyfriend? Bad writing; thankfully I used Kindle Unlimited so I only lost time.Does the
author even understand what a CEO does, or their "secretary" for that matter? What strength versus
whining /nasty really is?I gave a star because there was not a minus available. Sorry I really tried
but enough is enough. I just couldn't stop the internal dialogue calling BS when the whole point of
reading fiction is to turn off my brain...as a real CEO that is.

So bad. :( The female in this story is so pathetic, I could care less if she gets the guy. I skimmed
through most of the book because it was just, well, frankly it was dumb. There's a baseline of a
good story plot here, it's just not executed in this book.

I have never needed a book to be over with faster than this one. I could not believe this author wrote
and published a story that read like their first try at writing. I have nothing to recommend for this
except that the plot was decent but the characters, dialogue and action lacked believability. Damien
was supposedly a CEO of a company that he never actually did any work for and poor misguided

Audrey was his new frumpy secretary. I'm sorry, I meant doormat. Damien was not an Alpha
anything or even desirable as a lover. He was cruel, unfeeling and offensive. Audrey had no
common sense or enough book sense to run, not walk away from her job and boss. Too many
inconsistencies. The dialogue and interaction amongst the various characters was so juvenile and
irritating that I was skipping over paragraphs because there were boring and/ or not needed as it
brought nothing to the plot or current situation. Not a book I enjoyed or would recommend unless I
wanted to put someone quickly to sleep.I received an ARC in exchange for an honest review.

Somebody Anybody help me understand this book, this story has a great plot good action, mystery
,suspense, bad guy on point and the bad boy rich guy definitely on point. I truly love the plot of this
story but here's the thing that turn me all the way around, tell me who in the world the fake world,
the make believed world even the hallucinated world and most of all the world of reality would think
like the character Audrey nobody tell me who feels OK living in the worse part of town especially
after going to college to better yourself then you feel guilty when you finally get the high end job with
the high end pay so guilty that you don't buy decent clothes or shoes also because growing up you
ate at soup kitchens so you don't go to nice restaurants just eat pizza or hamburgers for a treat, now
mind you we are talking about the mind of a woman I could not wrap my head around this no kind of
way no woman think or act the way this woman is portrayed to be honest I was offended. I imagined
she was suppose to be a submissive but that's bulls*** even mentally challenged people don't think
the way this author wrote this woman I just can't fathom this it spoiled this very good story. Now the
bonus book that's good story writing at its best I've read other books by this author I just can't
believe this book came from the same person and I don't know what to rate this book so sad
ðŸ˜¢ðŸ˜¢ðŸ˜¢.

I was given an arc of this book for an honest review. The story outline for this book was great and I
did enjoy most of the book, but sometimes I felt that there wasn't any chemistry between Damien
and Audrey. Damien was sometimes downright cruel towards her and like I said previously that
sometimes I just didnt feel my chemistry between them at all what so ever. The last chapter of the
book I felt was rushed like so much stuff into this little chapter they finally expressed their love for
each other,he was giving her everything she ever wanted and then the end I felt like she could have
stretched it out instead of it just all being put together in one chapter to hurry and finish the book.
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